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General Information
AIM OF THE GATHERING
“The major aim of the gathering is that the sincere members of the Jamaat should
be able to derive religious beneﬁts and at the same time they should acquire more
knowledge and advance in their God realisation. One advantage is that meeting
with friends will broaden their circle of brotherhood and it will strengthen their
circle of brotherhood and it will strengthen the mutual ties.7”
The Promised Messiah, Asmani Faisla
„You should listen with most attention and concentration, because this is an affair concerning your faith. Negligence, indifference if shown in this matter would
bring forth adverse effects. Those who show indifference and apathy in matters
concerning faith, whenever something is said to them, never pay attention to it.
However effective, beneﬁcial eloquent may be the speech it would have no effect
on such people. These are the people for whom it is said that they possess ears,
but they don‘t hear, and they possess a heart but don‘t understand. It is, therefore,
essential that you should listen carefully to what is said. Any person who does not
listen carefully, however long he may enjoy the company of a beneﬁcial person
he would never beneﬁt from him.“
The Promised Messiah, Al-Hakam March 10, 1902

NOT ANY ORDINARY GATHERING
“It is essential that all those who are able to afford to travel should attend the Jalsa which is in so many ways a source of blessings. They should not mind minor
losses in this way God give ample reward to sincere believers at every step and
no hardship or trouble goes to waste (it is deﬁnitly rewarded by God). I should
like to repeat that this Jalsa must not be taken like other ordinary gatherings. This
is an affair that has been based on the succor of God.”
The Promised Messiah, Ishtihar 7th December 1891
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JALSA SALANA DATES AND LOCATION
The 30th German Jalsa Salana will be held from
Friday 26th August 2005 to
Sunday 28th August 2005
in Maimarkt Halls, Mannheim Germany.
Mannheim is located approximately 100 km far from the Baitus Sabuh Frankfurt.
Please refer to the chapter „Chapter“ to get further on how to travel to the Jalsa
Gah.
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INVITATION TO ATTEND
All Ahmadies of the world are invited to attend the Jalsa Salana Germany. Guests
from outside the Germany must bring a “Letter of Invitation” issued by their National Amir. Guests from Pakistan should bring an “Introductory Letter” from
Wakalat Tabshir, Rabwah.
Non Ahmadi friends may also be invited to attend the Jalsa. However it is very
important that prior written permission is obtained from the Afsar Jalsa Salana in advance. Please ensure that you do this to avoid any unnecessary embrassment at the time of entry to Jalsa Salana.

HOSPITALITY PERIOD
German Jamaat will do their best to make your stay as pleasant as possible. The
German Jmaaat will be the host of the guests from
Saturday 18th August to
Saturday 1st September
(15 days).
Any guests arriving before the 18th of August, or wishing to stay after 1st of September must make their own arrangements for boarding and lodging.

ENQUIRY OFFICE
Following shall be the Enquiry Ofﬁce for visitors arriving from abroad.
Baitus Sabuh
Genfer Str 11 · 60437 Frankfurt/Main
Tel : 0049-69-50688-600 · Fax : 0040-69-50688-666
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CORESPONDENCE
For all correspondence and enquiries relating to Jalsa Salana please contact:
Afsar Jalsa Salana
Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat e.V.
Genfer Str. 11 · 60437 Frankfurt/Main
Tel: 0049-69-50688-600 · Fax: 0049-69-50688-666

WEBSITE
Latest news and information about the German Jalsa Salana 2005, as well as a
digital copy of this booklet may be found in the internet:
http://www.jalsasalana.de

Nat. Amir Germany with a member of the German
parliament, Lothar Mork on Jalsa Germany 2004.
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Prayers
PRAYERS FOR JALSA SALANA
“I pray to God that He may be with all those who are coming to attend the Jalsa
and that He may grant them great rewards and He may show mercy and His grace. O God ! O You Who are the Greatest Granter, the Benevolent and Merciful,
and the Remover of hardships, do listen to all these prayers of mine and grant us
victory over our opponents, with great glaring signs for, you have the power to
do whatever you like. Ameen.”
The Promised Messiah, Ishtihar 7th December 1891
„O Almighty, most Gracious and Merciful God! Accept all these prayers and
grant us victory over our enemies with powerful signs, because only you have all
power and might.“
(Ishtihar December 7th, 1892)

100 YEARS KHILAFAT
In anticipation of the 100 years of Ahmadiyya Khilafat to be completed in 2008,
Inshallah, Huzuraba instructs the Community to engage in worship and prayers.
Huzuraba speciﬁed the following:
1. Recite Surah Al Fatiha seven times daily, reﬂecting over it so that you
are saved from trials, disorder and dajl (Antichrist).
In the name of Allah the Gracious, the Merciful
All praise belongs to Allah, Lord of all the
worlds
The Gracious, the Merciful
Master of the Day of Judgement
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Thee alone do we worship and Thee alone
do we beseech for help
Guide us to the right path.
The path of those upon whom Thou hast
bestowed Thy blessings, but not those who
have incurred Thy displeasure, nor of those
who have gone astray.
2. Recite the following prayer abundantly.
“ O our Lord, pour forth steadfastness upon us, and
make our steps ﬁrm, and help us against the
disbelieving people.”
Surah Al Baqarah verse 251
3. A prayer that is most signiﬁcant in keeping hearts straight.
Hadhrat Nawab Begum Sahiba saw in a vision that the Promised Messiah (on
whom be peace) enjoined reciting it abundantly.
“Our Lord, let not our hearts become perverse
after Thou hast guided us; and bestow on us
mercy from Thyself; surely, Thou alone art the
Bestower.”
4. Also the prayer:
(Prayer of the Holy Prophet, peace and blessings be on him)
“O Allah! We make You a shield against the
enemy and we seek Your protection against their
evil designs.”
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5. Huzur aba enjoined to profusely engage in Istaghfar; to recite:
“I beg pardon of Allah, my Lord, for all my
sins and I turn to Him.”
6. Huzur aba enjoined to recite “Salat un Nabi” (Durood Sharif)
abundantly, he said each Ahmadi should pay
particular attention to this in the next three years:
O Allah, bless Muhammad and his people, as
Thou didst bless Abraham and his people- Thou
art indeed the Praiseworthy, the Exalted.

O Allah, prosper Muhammad and his people, as
Thou didst prosper Ibraheem and his people Thou art indeed the Praiseworhty, the Exalted.
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Etiquettes
• Pray for safe travel of all members to and from Jalsa
• Try to portray the true and beautiful image of the Jamaat to outsiders,
especially our neighbors.
• Cooperate with Khuddam on duty to help you park in appropriate spaces.
• Register as soon as you come to Jalsa and put on your name badge.
• Notify security about any suspicious characters not wearing a badge.
• Offer Salat in congregation at designated times.
• Observe proper mosque etiquette when in the prayer area.
• Listen quietly during recitation of the Holy Quran.
• Not disturb others by talking among yourselves during the formal sessions.
• Attend Jalsa sessions in marquees at proper times.
• Not visit the dining tent or stalls during formal sessions.
• Not waste food and keep the dining area clean.
• Keep the bathrooms clean.
• Be courteous to fellow attendees of the Jalsa.
• Show respect to your elders and act in a kind manner to those
younger than you.
• Not waste time in idle gossip but spend their spare time in remembering Allah.
• Wear Islamic clothing. Men and women should cover their heads.
Women must observe Purdah and men must observe
„Ghaz-e-Basr“ (lowering of the eyes).
• Men should not crowd near the women‘s entrance.
• Families should ﬁx their meeting points beforehand to avoid crowding in
these areas.
• Make sure that children as well as teenagers are at their best behavior.
• Mothers should come prepared and bring formula, supplies and diapers etc for
their infants.
• Constantly pray for the success of the Jalsa.
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Registration
ADMISSION TO THE JALSA
The entry to Jalsa shall be strictly on the basis of Registration cards. Members attending Jalsa are requested to display their Registration cards on them at all times.
Cards will be checked at the main entrances prior to admission to Jalsa Gah.
German Jamaat Members
Please collect your cards from your local President. Those arriving without registration Cards may face long delays, as proof of identiﬁcation by their President
will be required before a duplicate card is issued.
Overseas Members
On arrival in the Germany please report immediately to the Registration Ofﬁce
and obtain your registration card. The registration Ofﬁces opening times are as
follows:
Baitus Sabuh: 22th August to 25th of August. Open 10.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m.
Mannheim: 25th of August. Open 09.00 am to 11.00 p.m.
Please note that passport and letter of invitation issued by the Ameer of the
country, on our behalf, as proof of identiﬁcation will be required at the time of
Registration.
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Programme
FRIDAY, 26TH AUGUST 2005
04.15
05.00
05.30
05.35
05.45
08.00
10.00
12.00
13.50
14.00

Tahadschud Prayer
Asan
Fadschr-Gebet
Darsul Quran
Break
Breakfast
Registration
Lunch
Flag Hosting
Friday- and Assr Prayer
by Hazrat Mirza Masroor Ahmad, Khalifatul Massih V. (ab)

OPENING SESSION
17.00
17.20
18.00
18.40
18.50
19.00
21.00

Recitation of the Holy Qur-ân with translation
„Prayer is the key to bliss and fortune“ (Urdu)
by Maulana Haider Ali Zafar, Missionary Incharge Germany
„The Holy Prophet as a beautiful example in everyday life“ (Urdu)
by Maulana Mubashar Ahmad Kahloon, Mufti* of the
Worldwide Ahmadiyya Muslim Community (*expert of islamic law)
Poem
Announcements
Dinner
Maghrib and Ischa Prayers
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SATURDAY, 27TH AUGUST 2005
04.15
05.00
05.30
05.35
05.45
08.00

Tahadschud Prayers
Asan
Fadsdr Prayers
Darsul Hadith
Break
Breakfast

SECOND SESSION
10.00
10.20
05.55
11.00
11.50
12.00
13.45
14.00

17.00
17.10
17.20
18.00
18.40
19.00
21.00

Recitation of the Holy Qur-ân with translation and poem
„The beautiful techings of islam about the maritla life“ (Urdu) by
Dr. Abdul Ghaffar, turkish expert and Imam of the Region Frankfurt
Poem
„Islam - Religion on Peace“ (German) by Hadayatulah Hübsch,
journalist and writer
Poem / Accounsments
Address by Hazrat Mirza Masroor Ahmad, Khalifatul Massih V.(ab)
from the ladies Galsa Gah (transmitted live to mens Jalsa Gah)
Sohr- an Assr Prayers
Lunch

THIRD SESSION

Recitation of the Holy Qur-ân with translation
Poem
„The responsibility of Ahmadi Muslims in Germany“ (German)
by Abdullah Uwe Wagishauser, National Ameer Jamaat Germany
„Institution of Wassiyyar as a new world order“ (Urdu) by Sheikh
Mujeeb-ur-Rehman, lawyer in the Supreme Court of Pakistan
Announcements
Dinner
Maghrib and Ischa Prayers
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SUNDAY, 28TH AUGUST 2005
04.15
05.00
05.30
05.35
05.45
08.00

Tahadschud Prayers
Asan
Fadschr Prayers
DarsulQuran
Break
Breakfast

FORTH SESSION
10.00
10.10
10.20
10.55
11.30
11.40
12.20
13.00

Recitation of the Holy Qur-ân with translation
Poem
„Qaul-e-Sadid - to say the truth without distortion of facts“ (Urdu)
by Maulana Muhammad Ahmad Rashid, Imam of Region Kassel
„The life of Hazrat Umar (ra)“ (Urdu) by Maulana Muhammad Ilyas
Munir, Imam in Münster
Poem
„Obedience to the Khilafat“ (Urdu) by Sayyad Mahmood Ahmad
Shah, President Khuddam-ul-Ahmadiyya Pakistan
Announcements
Lunch

FINAL SESSION
16.00
16.15
16.30
16.45

Sohr and Assrgebete
Recitation of the Holy Qur-ân with translation
Poem
Concluding address by Hazrat Mirza Masroor Ahmad,
Khalifatul Massih V. (aba)
Silent Prayer
15
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SUNDAY, 28TH AUGUST 2005
LADIES JALSA GAH
10.00
10.05
10.15
10.35
10.55
11.00
11.20

Recitation of the Holy Qur-ân with translation
Poem (Urdu)
„Services of the women to the early Islam“ (German), by
Itrat Tahira Mahmud
„The boons of the Holy Prophet (saw) to the women of the world“
(Urdu), by Dr. Amtul Raqeeb
Poem
„Western society - Call to Allah and the duties of Ahmadi women“
(German), by Khola Maryam Hübsch, Nat. Sec. Tabligh Lajna
„My home, my paradise“ (Urdu), by Amtul Jameel Ghazala

Live MTA Braodcasting on Jalsa Germany 2004.
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Transport
ARRIVAL BY PLANE
Reception on arrival
Members of our Reception Team will be on duty at Frankfurt Airport to render
any assistance that the visitors may require. It will be highly appreciated if the
visitors from abroad inform the Afsar Jalsa Salana well in advance, with details
of their exact date of arrival and ﬂight numbers so that appropriate arrangements
can be made to receive them, without any inconvenience to our guests.
Ameers of all the countries are also requested to advise Afsar Jalsa Salana, well
in advance, with relevant details of guests arriving in groups so that timely and
appropriate arrangements can be made to receive them.
Transport to and from the German airports

Free of charge conveyance will be provided to all guests arriving from abroad
into Frankfurt Airport to the Baitus Sabuh Mission House where the registration formalities will be completed. Please inform Transport Desk at Baitus Sabuh
about your return plans in advance so that arrangements can be made to transport
you back to the airport after the Jalsa.
As the Jalsa takes place during the holiday season, guests may encounter difﬁculties in booking return ﬂights. Members are therefore advised to make conﬁrmed
return bookings before leaving their home country to avoid any possible difﬁculties.
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ARRIVAL BY ROAD
Guests arriving at any sea port or travelling by rail or by road should make their
own way to Frankfurt / Mannheim.
To Baitus Sabuh
For Baitus Sabuh Frankfurt Mission house always look for Motorway A5. Those coming from London on Motorway A3 can ﬁnd Motorway A5 near Frankfurt
Airport signed as Frankfurter Kreuz. From this crossing follow the direction Kassel on A5. After about 10 km take the exit of Bad Homburger Kreuz. Follow the
direction of Bonames/Offenbach Ost on Motorway 661 (A661). After about one
kilometer you will ﬁnd exit for Nieder-Eschbach.
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Take this exit in the direction of Nieder-Eschbach and keep on driving until you
reach a signal and after that a roundabout where the second exit leeds to the Genfer Straße. Approximately after 100 meters you will ﬁnd Baitus Sabuh on the
right.
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To the Jalsa Gah
Those coming from the North side for Mannheim take either Motorway A5 in the
direction of Basel, Stuttgart from Frankfurt or Motorway A67 near Frankfurt Airport in the direction of Darmstadt. At Darmstädter Kreuz follow the Motorway
A67 in the direction of Mannheim. It will change automatically in to Motorway
A6. Remain on this Motorway in the direction of Mannheim. Take Exit at Mannheim Mitte. After exit remain on right side and follow the direction Neuostheim
and keep on going. On ﬁrst crossing take right turn. Remain on it and follow the
signboard of Maimarkt and you are in Maimarkt area which is Jalsa Gah. Do not
forget to follow the signs of „Maimarkt“ while searching for Jalsa Gah.
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TRANSPORT BETWEEN FRANKFURT MISSION HOUSES
AND THE JALSA GAH
During the Jalsa Salana there will be following means of travelling:
German Jamaat will provide coach/minibus service for the members of the jamaat which will run at regular intervals between various pick up points of the
jamaat centers and Mannheim during all the days of Jalsa and will return to these
Jamaat centers each evening. Intending travellers can ﬁnd out the timings and
pick up points for these services by contacting the Jalsa Information Ofﬁce and
Transport Ofﬁce.

NEAREST RAILWAY STATION TO BAITUS SABUH
The nearest railway station to Baitus Sabuh is Kalbach approachable by Underground rail Number U2 from Hauptwache in the direction of Bad Homburg, Gonzenheim/Nieder-Eschbach. U2 can be reached from the main Frankfurt Railroad
Station (Frankfurt Hauptbahnhof) by travelling in S-Bahn to Hauptwache.
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PRIVATE CARS
Members coming from the United Kingdom who are travelling by cars are reminded that cars are driven on the right hand side of the road in the Germany. Please
do watch the speed limits displayed at various roads. All guests arriving by car
are advised to seek guidance from their own motoring organisations regarding
route maps, insurance coverage, driving rules and regulations, price and type of
petrol and breakdown cover. It is extremely important to bring relevant motoring
documents with you (for example license, insurance etc). It is also reminded that
German Jamaat is not responsible for any loss or damage to the cars or valuables
while parked in the Frankfurt or Mannheim Car Parks.
All vehicles in Germany are required to have serviceable seat belts for all persons in the car, including those riding in the back seat. And the law requires
that they be worn. There is a € 30.00 on-the-spot ﬁne for each person in a car
not using a seat belt. An exception is made for back-seat passengers in oldermodel cars that didn‘t originally come equipped with rear seat belts. Children
under 12 are not allowed to ride in the front seat of a car and must use car seats
certiﬁed by the German government.

Parking Plots on Maimarkt
24

Accommodation
GENERAL INFORMATION
It shall be appreciated if guests coming from abroad can make their own arrangements for accommodation in hotels, guest houses or with friends and relatives in
and around Mannheim. Guests who travel from abroad and are unable to arrange their own accommodation will be provided with the sleeping area in various
mission houses and large marquees. Mattresses will be provided free of charge
but bedding will have to arranged by the guests themselves. A limited number of
single bedding sets consisting of a quilt, a bed sheet and a pillow cover will be
available at a cost of € 15.00. Please note that these will be provided subject to
availability on a ﬁrst come ﬁrst served basis.
Space for Private Tents and Caravans
There is limited space available for guests to bring their own tents or caravans
to Mannheim. Written permission for doing so is needed in advance from Afsar
Jalsa Salana. You will be requested to produce this written permission at the main
gate in Maimarkt-Mannheim.
Meals
Lunch, Dinner and Tea will be provided from the Jalsa Kitchen (Langar) free of
charge. Breakfast shall also be provided. Guest staying under their own arrangements should make their own arrangements for breakfast.
Food Stalls
Snacks and other food items will be available at food stalls in Bazar area of Jalsa
Gah. However they will remain closed during Jalsa Sessions.
Milk for Babies
Mild for young babies will be provided under the supervision of Lajna
Imaillah Germany.
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NEARBY HOTELS AND PENSIONS
Bed & Breakfast Hotel
Friedrichstr. 6, 68623 Lampertheim, Tel. +49 6206 1800 0
SR: € 42.00 DR: € 65.00
Speisegaststätte u. Pension Zur Burg Windeck
Müllheimer Talstr. 21, 69469 Weinheim, Tel. + 49 6201 12238
SR: € 28.00 DR: € 44.00
Hotel Basler Hof
Tattersallstr. 27, 68165 Mannheim, Tel. +49 621 288 16/17
SR: € 62.00 DR: € 72.00
Pension Casa Rosa
Dalbergstr. 69, 67122 Altrip, Tel. + 49 6236 4266 0
SR: € 30.00 DR: € 59.00
City Hotel
Tattersallstr. 20, 68165 Mannheim, Tel. + 49 621 40800 0
SR: € 60.00 DR: € 75.00
City Partner Augusta Hotel
Augustaanlage 43-45, 68165 Mannheim, Tel. + 49 621 4207 0
SR: € 58.00 DR: € 84.00
Weber-Hotel
Frankenthaler Str. 85, 68307 Mannheim-Sandhofen, Tel. +49 621 7701 0
SR: € 61.00 DR: € 114.00
Wasserturm-Hotel
Augustaanlage 29, 68165 Mannheim, Tel. +49 621 41620 0
SR: € 58.00 DR: € 75.00
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Other Information
First Aid/Medical Facilities.
Medical Teams will provide 24 hours medical coverage during the days of Jalsa. During the hospitality period limited assistance can be provided by the Jamaat. Guests have to bring their own health insurance with them. In Germany
only authorised doctors are allowed to prescribe medical treatment and we have
only a few Ahmadi Doctors. Doctors from abroad if not recognized by German
Authorities are not allowed to prescribe medicines or provide any other medical
treatment. Likewise, prescribed medicines can only be obtained from recognised
drug store. Nobody else is authorised to give any drug by himself. Of course this
rule does not apply to receipt free medicines. Written prescription by your doctors if they are not recognized by German Authorities will not help you to obtain
medicines in Germany. In case you take regular medicines then you are advised
to bring your own authorised medicines from your own country. Here it is all difﬁcult. Health Insurance coverage is must to avail any type of medical facility in
Germany; otherwise it will not only be extremely expensive but difﬁcult to get
any medical assistance as well.
Lost Property
If you ﬁnd or lose money or property please report to the Jalsa Lost Property Ofﬁce.
Lost Luggage
The guests are advised to take good care of their luggage and possession during
travel. In case of any loss, proper claims on the prescribed forms should be ﬁled
with carrier Airline before leaving the custom baggage Hall. A copy of the claim
from must be kept safely for subsequent reference. More over cash should not
left unattended at any time while staying in Frankfurt/Mannheim or any where
else. The German Jamaat will not accept any responsibility for the loss.
Litter.
Please help us in keeping the areas tidy. Litter bins and dustbins will be available
at every convenient place. Please put the litter in these bins.
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Important Telephone Numbers
Police
Fire department
Emergency Physician

110
112
19222

Baitus Sabuh Frankfurt
Nuur Mosque Frankfurt

+49 69 50 688 600
+49 69 68 14 85

National Amir Jamaat AhmadiyyaGermany
(Abdullah Uwe Wagishauser)
Afsar Jalsa Salana
(Zubair Khan)
Nazim Press & Public Relations
(Raja Mohammad Yousuf Khan)
Afsar Jalsa Gah
(Haider Ali Zafar)
Nazim Transport
(Mahmood Ahmad)
Nazim Accomodation
(Muzafar Ahmad Zafar)
Nazim Registration
(Mahmood Ahmad)
Nazim Rehaish Khaas
(Abdul Momin Ameer)
Nazim Ofﬁce
(Abdul Qadir)

+49 69 50688775
+49 69 95095787
+49 171 9451610
+ 49 69 50688641
9179-3227-956
+49 69 96861681
+49 179 2415829
+49 611-7243899
+49 163 7580039
+49 6353 6628
+49 170 8856907
+49 611 7243899
+49 163 7580039
+49 621 852614
+49 179 8218964
+49 69 33092718
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